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ABSTRACT

Poor management of chronic diseases, such as hypertension and diabetes, particularly among the uninsured, places medical and financial burdens on the healthcare system. Clínica Esperanza/Hope Clinic initiated a chronic disease management program for uninsured residents of Rhode Island (RI) called Bridging the [Health Equity] Gap (BTG), which offers continuity of care, quarterly goal-setting appointments, and healthy lifestyle interventions. Outcomes for 549 participants from the initial evaluation period are presented here. Over the first 12 months of enrollment, mean hemoglobin A1c decreased from 10.2% to 8.3% (p<0.001), and mean blood glucose of individuals with diabetes decreased by 51 mg/dL (p<0.01). BTG participants used the local emergency department (ED) 60% less than Medicaid-insured RI residents and had 61% fewer “potentially preventable” ED visits. The positive impact of BTG on chronic disease outcomes and ED usage by uninsured patients suggests that programs like BTG may reduce overall healthcare costs in the state.
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INTRODUCTION

The overall rate of uninsurance in Rhode Island [RI] has dropped from 11.6% in 2013 [prior to Affordable Care Act implementation] to 4.3% in 2016 [Figure 1a]. However, at nearly 11%, the uninsured rate for Hispanic/Latino residents, remains more than three times that of white Rhode Islanders [Figure 1b-c].

Limiting access to healthcare due to insurance status reduces access to preventive health screenings, leading to under-diagnosis of chronic diseases. This increases the likelihood of poor health outcomes, increasing the cost of care should these individuals eventually obtain insurance. Furthermore, without access to primary care services, uninsured individuals are more likely to use the emergency department for non-emergent needs, generating significant financial burden for both the patient and the healthcare system.

In 2016, Clínica Esperanza/Hope Clinic (CEHC), a volunteer-run free clinic in Providence, RI, that serves a predominantly Hispanic population, initiated the “Bridging the [Health Equity] Gap” (BTG) program. BTG is a chronic disease management program that provides continuity of care and convenient access to non-emergent walk-in care for uninsured Hispanics living on the West and South sides of Providence, RI. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the clinical and fiscal impact of these services if participants become Medicaid-eligible. We hypothesized that engaging uninsured participants in BTG would improve clinical indicators and provide significant cost-savings to the state.

METHODS

Participation in BTG was open to all uninsured, non-Medicaid-eligible people residing in RI, who are living with pre-diabetes, type 2 diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidemia,
and/or obesity. Participation was voluntary and involved quarterly clinic visits and semi-annual health education classes. Participants signed a partnership form that gave CEHC permission to track progress throughout their health-care journey, whether they remained at CEHC or gained insurance coverage and transferred care to another clinic. This allowed for documentation of the impact of free health-care on patient wellbeing longitudinally.

Participants were recruited at CEHC and through outreach events in local churches and community centers. After enrollment, participants selected from several healthy-lifestyle change programs: the Vida Sana Program (a culturally-sensitive lifestyle change program developed by CEHC), the Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP, CDC\(^a\)), or on-one health education visits with Community Health Workers (CHWs) (Figure 2). Furthermore, while participants could continue to access low- or no-cost ED care through a local hospital system (Lifespan, Providence, RI) using free “charity” care, CEHC clinicians and CHWs educated about, and reinforced use of, CEHC’s free walk-in “CHEER” clinic for non-urgent medical needs.

Changes in chronic disease indicators were collected from March 2016 to September 2017 and tracked in Microsoft Excel. Indicators included blood pressure, random blood glucose, body mass index (BMI), hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c), and total cholesterol levels. Vital signs and HbA1c were measured at CEHC; cholesterol was measured either at CEHC or at a Lifespan facility if the participant was enrolled in free care.

RESULTS

Chronic Disease Metrics

During the evaluation period, 742 individuals enrolled in BTG. Of these, 549 remained active participants at CEHC (i.e., did not transfer to a traditional health insurance plan or were not lost to follow up). During the first year of enrollment, 166 individuals (30%) participated in the program per-protocol, i.e. had at least one clinic visit per six months and enrolled in at least one health education program. Among per-protocol participants, at least 52% and as many as 77% showed improvement in at least one clinical indicator (Figure 3a).

For participants with hypertension (i.e., systolic blood pressure (SBP) of at least 130mmHg or diastolic blood pressure of at least 90mmHg\(^d\), \(n=61\), there was a mean decrease of 11 mmHg in systolic blood pressure (SBP) from participants’ first to last visit (p<0.001). Two thresholds for HbA1c (5.7% and 7%) were used to capture all individuals with pre-diabetes and diabetes, and to separately track those who had diabetes. Patients with diabetes showed improvements over the first 12 months of enrollment: HbA1C and blood glucose measurements decreased by mean values of 1.86 (n=24, Figure 3b) and 50.76 units (n=46), respectively (p<0.01). More than half of individuals had reduction in BMI (i.e., weight loss), though effect size varied widely.

Impact of BTG on ED usage

We identified “potentially-preventable” ED visits of BTG participants for whom data were available (n=325) and compared this to the number of ED visits of Medicaid participants in RI (n=332,846) in 2016.\(^b\) Overall, BTG participants used the ED 60% less than their Medicaid counterparts, and had 61% fewer “potentially preventable” ED visits (Figure 4).
DISCUSSION: COST SAVINGS OF BTG

Longitudinally, cost-savings for BTG patients were high. For example, the cost-savings gained by controlling blood sugar, normalizing HbA1C, and reducing blood pressure to normal levels in participants with comorbid diabetes and hypertension was estimated to be between $1445 and $2073 per patient.\(^{11}\)

“Potentially preventable” ED visits were also important to evaluate: a decrease in these visits due to BTG-style chronic disease management programs can confer financial benefits to the state. Since access to Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act shifts healthcare costs to the state and federal governments, the goal of this sub-analysis was to understand potential cost-savings (associated with reduced ED usage) under the assumption that if BTG were implemented statewide, ED visits by the uninsured Hispanic/Latino population would be lower. Studies have shown that Medicaid access increases ED visits [including those for non-emergent or primary care-treatable situations] of previously uninsured patients.\(^{12}\) In RI, the Department of Health has reported that 70% of the ED visits for individuals with Medicaid were potentially preventable.\(^{13}\) Our data suggest that BTG patients may be much less likely to utilize EDs unnecessarily compared to Medicaid patients.

We estimated the monetary benefits based on what we believe is a representative sample of the population that is seen at CEHC: uninsured Hispanics aged 18 to 64 years in RI. According to the 2016 American Community Survey, there were 8,311 nonelderly Hispanic non-citizens in Providence County.\(^{14}\) Among uninsured Hispanic non-citizens in the Northeast, 16.5% reported using the ED in the past year. Assuming average ED use and costs in RI align with that of the Northeast, and the rest of the US (approximately 1.8 visits per person and $422/visit, respectively),\(^{15}\) we estimated...
that the total number of ED visits for the uninsured Hispanic population in Providence Country to be as many as 2,468 visits annually. Assuming that 75% of ED visits are preventable,14 BTG could prevent 1,851 out of 2,468 visits. This reduction in ED burden would yield an average potential savings to the RI healthcare system of $781,122 annually.

CONCLUSION

In RI, prevalence of being uninsured, having no primary care provider, experiencing cost barriers to seeing a doctor, and having had no “checkup” in the past 12 months are highest among Hispanic adults as compared to other racial/ethnic groups.16 At CEHC, we have tracked and documented healthcare utilization, quality of care, and the impact of our programs on patient well-being over time.17,18,19 In the present study, we hypothesized that engaging uninsured participants in a chronic disease management program (BTG) could promote health and financial benefits.

This initial analysis followed 549 per-protocol participants through their first year of enrollment in the program. We demonstrated that participation in BTG appears to improve relevant clinical indicators for participants with or at risk for diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and obesity, and significant improvement is seen with SBP, HbA1c and glucose levels. Furthermore, BTG has the potential to reduce total and preventable ED visits. These ED usage estimates may be conservative, as only the subset of BTG participants accessing one specific hospital system was included in the analysis.

We acknowledge that, given that participants were not randomized, and that participation was voluntary, we were unable to perform an intent-to-treat analysis. Furthermore, there could be selection bias in that those who chose to participate in BTG per-protocol are likely more motivated to improve their own health. We also note here that the BTG cohort differs substantially from the general RI Medicaid population: by definition, 100% of BTG participants are diagnosed with a chronic disease, and nearly all identify as non-white Hispanics or Latinos. This difference may therefore significantly underestimate the impact of BTG. To obtain an unbiased evaluation of the impact of BTG on ED diversion, we will obtain local ED usage/cost data and ZIP code-associated Medicaid information for further analysis. We will report longitudinal results of BTG on the wellbeing of more than 1,500 participants (to-date) in the near future.

Considering that a significant fraction of the Hispanic community in RI does not appear to have equal access to health insurance, and that “health equity” is a key objective for the state, it is important to identify means by which access to care for this population can be improved. This study suggests that BTG-style interventions for uninsured Hispanic participants may improve patient well-being while lowering ED usage for preventable health problems and saving healthcare costs.
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